Graduate Certificate in PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT

Learn the history and philosophy of the global protected area system, laws and policy, and international conventions in an online program.

www.cfc.umt.edu/protected-area-management/

Certificate program covers:

• Management planning
• Managing visitors
• Ecological imperatives of protected areas
• Sustainability
• Community-based conservation

Program is taught by University of Montana professors

Now accepting applications for our January 2020 cohort

W.A. FRANKE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY & CONSERVATION
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
Graduate certificate in PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT

Through five distance learning courses, earn a graduate certificate in Protected Area Management at the University of Montana. Courses include:

• Foundations of Protected Area Management
• Protected Area Planning in an Era of Turbulence and Complexity: Concepts & Principles
• Tourism & Protected Area Management: Striving for Sustainability
• Global Ecology, Conservation and Natural Resource Management in a Changing World
• Applied Principles and Concepts in Protected Area Management

Learn the necessary principles and concepts for managing protected areas and then apply those principles and concepts in a real world context through a combination of field investigation, literature review and an action plan.

Cost: $5,300 for entire certificate program (all 5 courses) or $1,100 per course

Email keith.bosak@umontana.edu for more info